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ABSTRACT 

 

Language and society cannot be separated because by having language, the societies can 

communicate each other to express their ideas. The ability of the societies is different from each 

other. There are the people who can use more than one or two languages. They are called 

bilingualisms. In their communication, they usually use code-switching. This study was based on 

the using of code-switching by the presenter of MTV Getar Cinta in Global TV. 

Furthermore, the writer used descriptive qualitative design to know the code switched by the 

presenter, forms of code, and the perception of the viewers in code-switching used by the 

presenter. Here, the writer used research subject because he did not want to generalize the result 

of this study with the language is used in other programs. In addition, the instruments used were 

observation and questionnaire. They were also completed with cassette and tape recorder as a 

tool of collect the data. 

After analyzing the data, the writer found that the presenter often used code-switching. Those 

were Indonesian-English codes-switching or vise verse. Sometimes, her switching occurred 

within a sentence. Besides, she also switched her code between sentences. Furthermore, forms of 

code used by her were word, phrase, and sentence. In addition, the perception of the viewers in 

code-switching used by the presenter of MTV Getar Cinta IN Global TV was positive. It was 

because they got advantage from this program. 

Finally, it can be concluded that the presenter of MTV Getar Cinta often used code-switching. 

The forms of code used by her were word, phrase, and sentence. Besides, the perception of the 

viewers was positive. 

 


